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Featuring 30 full-color photographs of proud horses at work, play, and competition, the equine fun

never stops in this stunning poster collection. Bob Langrishâ€™s breathtaking images of adorable

foals, majestic mares, and powerful stallions will bring delight to horse lovers and photography

enthusiasts alike. Educational as well as aesthetic, the back of each poster includes an

information-packed panel detailing where each animal comes from, what itâ€™s best at, and why

equestrians find it so lovable.Â 
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This book is great! All sorts of beautiful posters of various horse breeds fill it's spine! Buy it for your

horse crazy daughters or nieces---they can decorate their whole room with the book! All sorts of

wonderful information about some of our favorite breeds! The only down side that I can see is that

the posters just slide out if you're looking in the book. Overall, a fantastic collection of posters!

This book was great!!!!!!!!!!! I think the posters were beautiful, but they could have made them

bigger, so they could fold out. But they were still very nice because on the back it had cool facts

about the breeds. I learned a lot from this book!!!I reccomend buying this book for your niece or

daughter because it is very educational. Also, my room is looking a lot more horsey because the

photos brighten it up!!![my favorite photo was of the Arabian.] Have fun with this book!!!!!!!



It's not exactly what I was looking for. I thought since it is a horse breeds book that it would be filled

with only horses. But there's several photo/posters with riders which my daughter didn't like. The

poster sizes are 11x14. This book is ok for my needs.

My 2 year old son has not stopped carrying this book around since I got it for him a few days ago.

Another thing I love about it is when he is over it being a book I can put posters all over his room!

Great buy for anybody who loves horses

I bought this book for my niece who loves horses (like me) and she was thrilled with the gorgeous

pictures of the horses. There were many different type of horses, some in action and other standing

still. All of the pictures are wonderful and many are hanging on the wall in her room. Nice book,

would recommend to horse lovers of all ages.

Nice posters, but lots of people too! I expected this to be only horses, but about 1/4 of the pictures

are of people on horses at races, or horse shows, or jumping events... Those pictures seem more

about the people than the horses. I would have rather had the same breeds at pasture. Would have

been nicer that way. The backs of each poster have an informative section about that breed. It is

brief, but once they are hung on the wall, you will not see them again anyway.

A beautiful photo on the front of each page and explanation of each breed on the back make this a

great gift for any horseloving person - particularly a child who can tear on the perforations and post

in their bedrooms. I am a photographer/riding instructor and was pleased at the quality and variety

of photos. The writeup is extensive enough for the students in my horsemanship camp to be talking

about for days!

Our 9 year old granddaughter enjoys all things horsey. This poster book has theright amount of text

and great photos for her level of interest and understanding..... and can enjoy and appreciate it

without the help of an adult.
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